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Wansalawara
High Technology Law Journal
Power Over Peoples
Science and Technology in Indian Culture
Traces the story of German entertainment impresario and wild animal merchant,
Carl Hagenbeck, known for his 19th century displays of people and excotic
animals. He is often considered the father of the modern zoo.

Employment and Wages
The Tools of Empire
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Explains how to design, create, and market a successful application across any
mobile platform, including iPhone, iPad, Android, and BlackBerry.

Science Across the European Empires, 1800-1950
Technology and Culture
Warfare and Empires
The volume investigates how the British, French, German, and Dutch empires
influenced or were influenced by scientific exploration as a means Western culture
used to gain entry to the non-Western world from around 1800 to the middle of the
twentieth century. The transnational perspective aidsan understanding and
comparison of the sciences as an instrument which the colonial powers employed
to gain economic advantage and political control.The essays pay tribute to the
'metropolitan/centre' and 'colonial/periphery' viewpoints and to the different ways
in which imperial expansion occurred. Science had specific meanings in the
specific historical realities of European colonialism: the European case studies
present similarities anddifferences in their imperial systems, and in the way in
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which science was used in relation to the level at which they interacted
intellectually with the indigenous populations. As these were relationships of
interdependence, science certainly helped to purvey solutions that were required
by theimperial governments. However, it could equally well provide the basis for
an institution of knowledge that was used by the colonized to create forms of civil
disobedience ranging up to open resistance to the colonial power. Life sciences,
natural history, and the 'non-exact' sciences could beincorporated within the
colonial sciences by assimilation and transformation. This process helps us to
comprehend the complex character of the interaction between Europe and the
colonial world which is a major concern of the present volume. Its agenda lies in
engaging with both the Europeanperspective and the viewpoints of colonial life,
thus embodying the historiographical concept of 'entangled histories'.It was in the
process of these multiple engagements between (1) Europeans and the colonial
world, and (2) European scientists at home and abroad that colonial science
emerged and developed. Certain features and legacies of modern imperial science
are brought together as key elements not only ofWestern imperialism, but of a
global intelligence system.

Vernacular Industrialism in China
The papers contained in this volume were presented at the Nobel Symposium
which marked the eightieth anniversary of the first award of the Nobel prizes in
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1901. Leading scholars from many different fields of science and technology
exchange viewpoints across interdisciplinary boundaries. Participants were chosen
for their special knowledge of science and technology in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries and papers cover the period from the 1860s to the
outbreak of the First World War.

The Prehistory & History of Glassmaking Technology
History of Science and Technology in India: Science
An account of technology in Africa from an African perspective, examining hunting
in Zimbabwe as an example of an innovative mobile workspace. In this book,
Clapperton Mavhunga views technology in Africa from an African perspective.
Technology in his account is not something always brought in from outside, but is
also something that ordinary people understand, make, and practice through their
everyday innovations or creativities—including things that few would even consider
technological. Technology does not always originate in the laboratory in a Westernstyle building but also in the society in the forest, in the crop field, and in other
places where knowledge is made and turned into practical outcomes. African
creativities are found in African mobilities. Mavhunga shows the movement of
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people as not merely conveyances across space but transient workspaces. Taking
indigenous hunting in Zimbabwe as one example, he explores African philosophies
of mobilities as spiritually guided and of the forest as a sacred space. Viewing the
hunt as guided mobility, Mavhunga considers interesting questions of what
constitutes technology under regimes of spirituality. He describes how African
hunters extended their knowledge traditions to domesticate the gun, how
European colonizers, with no remedy of their own, turned to indigenous hunters for
help in combating the deadly tsetse fly, and examines how wildlife conservation
regimes have criminalized African hunting rather than enlisting hunters (and their
knowledge) as allies in wildlife sustainability. The hunt, Mavhunga writes, is one of
many criminalized knowledges and practices to which African people turn in times
of economic or political crisis. He argues that these practices need to be
decriminalized and examined as technologies of everyday innovation with a view
toward constructive engagement, innovating with Africans rather than for them.

The Western World
Today technology has created a world of dazzling progress, growing disparities of
wealth and poverty, and looming threats to the environment. Technology: A World
History offers an illuminating backdrop to our present moment--a brilliant history of
invention around the globe. Historian Daniel R. Headrick ranges from the Stone
Age and the beginnings of agriculture to the Industrial Revolution and the
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electronic revolution of the recent past. In tracing the growing power of humans
over nature through increasingly powerful innovations, he compares the evolution
of technology in different parts of the world, providing a much broader account
than is found in other histories of technology. We also discover how small changes
sometimes have dramatic results--how, for instance, the stirrup revolutionized war
and gave the Mongols a deadly advantage over the Chinese. And how the nailed
horseshoe was a pivotal breakthrough for western farmers. Enlivened with many
illustrations, Technology offers a fascinating look at the spread of inventions
around the world, both as boons for humanity and as weapons of destruction.

The International Journal of African Historical Studies
In early twentieth-century China, Chen Diexian (1879–1940) was a maverick
entrepreneur—at once a prolific man of letters and captain of industry, a magazine
editor and cosmetics magnate. He tinkered with chemistry in his private studio,
used local cuttlefish to source magnesium carbonate, and published manufacturing
tips in how-to columns. In a rapidly changing society, Chen copied foreign
technologies and translated manufacturing processes from abroad to produce
adaptations of global commodities that bested foreign brands. Engaging in the
worlds of journalism, industry, and commerce, he drew on literati practices
associated with late-imperial elites but deployed them in novel ways within a
culture of educated tinkering that generated industrial innovation. Through the
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lens of Chen’s career, Eugenia Lean explores how unlikely individuals devised
unconventional, homegrown approaches to industry and science in early twentiethcentury China. She contends that Chen’s activities exemplify “vernacular
industrialism,” the pursuit of industry and science outside of conventional venues,
often involving ad hoc forms of knowledge and material work. Lean shows how
vernacular industrialists accessed worldwide circuits of law and science and
experimented with local and global processes of manufacturing to navigate,
innovate, and compete in global capitalism. In doing so, they presaged the
approach that has helped fuel China’s economic ascent in the twenty-first century.
Rather than conventional narratives that depict China as belatedly borrowing from
Western technology, Vernacular Industrialism in China offers a new understanding
of industrialization, going beyond material factors to show the central role of
culture and knowledge production in technological and industrial change.

Humans Versus Nature
Productivity
Technologies of Empire reshapes post-colonial scholarship of the long eighteenth
century by exploring the ways in which post-enlightenment authors employ writing
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and imagination to produce rather than simply represent empire. Challenging the
assumption that the first imaginings of coordinated global empires occur in the
later nineteenth century, this study argues that authors ranging from Adam Smith,
Edmund Burke to William Wordsworth conceive of imagination and writing as
technologies that can conceptualize and consolidate the new forms of empire they
see emerging.

Technology: A World History
Technology of Empire
This volume adopts a distinctive thematic approach to the history of British
imperialism from the eighteenth to the twentieth century. It brings together
leading scholars of British imperial history: Tony Ballantyne, John Darwin, Andrew
Dilley, Elizabeth Elbourne, Kent Fedorowich, Eliga Gould, Catherine Hall, Stephen
Howe, Sarah Stockwell, Andrew Thompson, Stuart Ward, and Jon Wilson. Each
contributor offers a personal assessment of the topic at hand, and examines key
interpretive debates among historians Addresses many of the core issues that
constitute a broad understanding of the British Empire, including the economics of
the empire, the empire and religion, and imperial identities
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Security, Technology and Ideology
In the extension of the Japanese empire in the 1930s and 1940s, technology, geostrategy, and institutions were closely intertwined in empire building. The central
argument of this study of the development of a communications network linking
the far-flung parts of the Japanese imperium is that modern telecommunications
not only served to connect these territories but, more important, made it possible
for the Japanese to envision an integrated empire in Asia. Even as the imperial
communications network served to foster integration and strengthened Japanese
leadership and control, its creation and operation exacerbated long-standing
tensions and created new conflicts within the government, the military, and society
in general.

Transient Workspaces
The Oxford History of the British Empire is a major new assessment of the Empire
in the light of recent scholarship and the progressive opening of historical records.
Volume III covers the long nineteenth century, from the achievement of American
independence in the 1780s to the eve of world war in 1914. This was the period of
Britain's greatest expansion as both empire-builder and dominant world power.
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The Second British Empire
Grade level: 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, e, i, s.

Science, Technology, and Society in the Time of Alfred Nobel
Carl Hagenbeck's Empire of Entertainments
"This book is about the ongoing conflict between humanity and the natural
environment. Over the past 200,000 years, humans have multiplied and populated
the Earth. When they domesticated plants and animals and replaced foraging with
agriculture and herding, they depleted natural resources, deforested the land, and
caused mass extinctions. But nature has agency too, causing pandemics of plague,
smallpox, measles, influenza, and other diseases and a climate change called the
Little Ice Age. In recent centuries, industrialization has accelerated extinctions,
deforestation, and resource depletion, even in the oceans. Twentieth-century
developmentalism and mass consumerism have caused global warming and other
climate changes. Environmental movements have argued for the need to mitigate
the negative consequences of technological and economic change. The future of
humanity and the Earth depends on choices between achieving a sustainable
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balance between humans and nature, carrying on as before, or learning to manage
the biosphere. environment, mass extinction, domestication, agriculture,
pandemic, industrialization, developmentalism, consumerism, global warming"--

Empires of Nature and the Nature of Empires
Originally delivered as the Callander Lectures at the University of Aberdeen in
1995, this is a survey of the historiography of the environmental history of the
British Empire, suggesting new modes of analysis and connections with the
Scottish experience.

Manufacturing and Technology Transfer in the Ottoman
Empire, 1800-1914
Although the Information Age is often described as a new era, a cultural leap
springing directly from the invention of modern computers, it is simply the latest
step in a long cultural process. Its conceptual roots stretch back to the profound
changes that occurred during the Age of Reason and Revolution. When Information
Came of Age argues that the key to the present era lies in understanding the
systems developed in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries to gather,
store, transform, display, and communicate information. The book provides a
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concise and readable survey of the many conceptual developments between 1700
and 1850 and draws connections to leading technologies of today. It documents
three breakthroughs in information systems that date to the period: the
classification and nomenclature of Linnaeus, the chemical system devised by
Lavoisier, and the metric system. It shows how eighteenth-century political
arithmeticians and demographers pioneered statistics and graphs as a means for
presenting data succinctly and visually. It describes the transformation of
cartography from art to science as it incorporated new methods for determining
longitude at sea and new data on the measure the arc of the meridian on land.
Finally, it looks at the early steps in codifying and transmitting information,
including the development of dictionaries, the invention of semaphore telegraphs
and naval flag signaling, and the conceptual changes in the use and purpose of
postal services. When Information Came of Age shows that like the roots of
democracy and industrialization, the foundations of the Information Age were built
in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century.

The Tools of Empire
The Pragmatic Empire
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It is commonplace that warfare was integral to the European expansion, pitting the
superiorities of the European against the inferiorities of the 'native'. The aim of this
book is to look deeper, and to examine the technological, political and economic
structures and capacities of the competing forces that shaped their ability to wage
war, and the impact that colonial wars had on European and non-European states
and societies alike. Questions of the extent to which one side could adapt its
military institutions, tactics and technology to those of its opponents figure
prominently. This was far from an inevitable one-way process, and environment
and disease remained vital factors. The studies also situate these conflicts within
the broader debate concerning the so-called military revolution, and show that our
ideas of this need to be reconsidered in the light of what was happening outside
Europe.

Technologies of Empire
Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London
The Oxford History of the British Empire: The nineteenth
century
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A new history of the United States that turns American exceptionalism on its head
American Empire is a panoramic work of scholarship that presents a bold new
global perspective on the history of the United States. Drawing on his expertise in
economic history and the imperial histories of Britain and Europe, A. G. Hopkins
takes readers from the colonial era to today to show how, far from diverging, the
United States and Western Europe followed similar trajectories throughout this long
period, and how America’s dependency on Britain and Europe extended much later
into the nineteenth century than previously understood. In a sweeping narrative
spanning three centuries, Hopkins describes how the revolt of the mainland
colonies was the product of a crisis that afflicted the imperial states of Europe
generally, and how the history of the American republic between 1783 and 1865
was a response not to the termination of British influence but to its continued
expansion. He traces how the creation of a U.S. industrial nation-state after the
Civil War paralleled developments in Western Europe, fostered similar destabilizing
influences, and found an outlet in imperialism through the acquisition of an insular
empire in the Caribbean and Pacific. The period of colonial rule that followed
reflected the history of the European empires in its ideological justifications,
economic relations, and administrative principles. After 1945, a profound shift in
the character of globalization brought the age of the great territorial empires to an
end. American Empire goes beyond the myth of American exceptionalism to place
the United States within the wider context of the global historical forces that
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shaped the Western empires and the world.

The Transfer of Science and Technology Between Europe and
Asia, 1780-1880
The Politics of Disease
The British Empire
This text derives from papers presented at the Third British-Dutch Maritime
Conference, and examines shipping, technology and imperialism during the 19th
century.

App Empire
Western Civilization
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When Information Came of Age
Transcript of lectures.

Electrical Palestine
In this work, Daniel Headrick traces the evolution of Western technologies and
sheds light on the environmental and social factors that have brought victory in
some cases and unforeseen defeat in others.

History of Science and Technology in India: Science and
technology
Electricity is an integral part of everyday life—so integral that we rarely think of it
as political. In Electrical Palestine, Fredrik Meiton illustrates how political power,
just like electrical power, moves through physical materials whose properties
govern its flow. At the dawn of the Arab-Israeli conflict, both kinds of power were
circulated through the electric grid that was built by the Zionist engineer Pinhas
Rutenberg in the period of British rule from 1917 to 1948. Drawing on new sources
in Arabic, Hebrew, and several European languages, Electrical Palestine charts a
story of rapid and uneven development that was greatly influenced by the electric
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grid and set the stage for the conflict between Arabs and Jews. Electrification,
Meiton shows, was a critical element of Zionist state building. The outcome in
1948, therefore, of Jewish statehood and Palestinian statelessness was the result of
a logic that was profoundly conditioned by the power system, a logic that has
continued to shape the area until today.

American Empire
This comprehensive yet streamlined narrative history of the Western world brings
the stories of ordinary people as well as famous leaders and events to life. This
book offers exceptionally broad social and geographical coverage highlighting the
global setting of Western history and emphasizing the effects of the West's
repeated encounters with the non-Western world.

Shipping, Technology, and Imperialism
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